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The High Line Re-Opens Offering an Experience Like No Other This Fall 2021

On a cloudy yet warm morning in Manhattan, what better way to start your day than walking The

High Line. Right along the Hudson River, The High Line is an old elevated rail line converted

into a 1.45 mile walk through park. It features gardens, art, various food and art vendors, and live

music, creating a unique experience on a historic spot in the city.

The High Line was shut down in mid-March 2020 due to the COVID-19 shutdown. When they

slowly started reopening in July 2020, there were many different precautions put in place:

reserved and timed entry, 6-foot distance markers, a mask mandate, a one-way and shortened

walkway, no live music or vendors, and a capacity cap. Since, the restrictions have slowly lifted

to what is in place now -- just an encouraged mask mandate.

With what the High Line offered before the COVID shutdown getting re-established, vendors

like La Newyorkina have re-opened their locations on the walk-through parkway. In addition,

employees have continued the routine they left behind 18 months ago, including La Newyorkina

employee Jayleen Maceda.

Maceda has been working for La Newyorkina -- a Mexican Ice and Sweets shop with locations

around NYC -- at their High Line location every summer for the last few years. Like many

around the world, Maceda was out of work from March to September 2020, something that was

unusual for her since she graduated high school. She says it was “hard at first,” navigating the
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different and changing COVID protocols when the vendors were first allowed back at the

location. She said the mask mandate was especially hard in the summer heat, but working

through it all to get back open and running made it all worth it.
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